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 Converting to Protestant Christianity in southern Fujian 
was more than a private religious reorientation or personal 
preference for a new deity. Conversion was a social event that 
fractured previous networks, and caused believers to construct and 
utilize new relational ties that emerged within the church. In a 
manuscript built off his dissertation from Xiamen University, Chris 
White uses an impressive array of missionary sources, Chinese 
periodicals, court cases, artifacts, photos, and the like, to 
demonstrate that to become a Christian in Minnan was to create a 
new social identity. 
 The social losses were real. Unlike others who have 
suggested that Chinese Christians converted for social, economic, 
or political gain, White demonstrates that the first two generations 
of believers in the southern half of Fujian experienced few tangible 
benefits by being baptized. Believers were despised. Their refusal 
to pay local or communal taxes to support temple celebrations and 
festivals that the church perceived as “idolatrous” generated 
hostility among their neighbors, and sometimes exploded into 
violence. The public removal of deities from Christian homes also 
offended onlookers. But nothing was more detrimental to a 
Christian’s relationships than the removal of the ancestral tablet. 
  
Such an act was so treacherous against one’s ancestors and current 
relatives that the Qing legal code considered it a capital offense. 
Yet Christians burned or destroyed their tablets, incinerating their 
family and lineage relationships. 
 Such public and dramatic displays of conversion had 
economic implications. In some cases, families responded to the 
removal of an ancestral tablet in-kind. If a Christian was going to 
renounce the family, the family was going to renounce the 
Christian. A number of Protestants in Minnan were disinherited. 
Sabbath observance also took a financial toll. Some converts 
accepted a pay cut so they could adhere to the day of rest. Others 
were fired for not working on Sundays. White shows in an 
appendix that almost half the early converts gave up their 
professions. Termination was one factor, but fortune tellers, idol 
carvers, opium smugglers, and those who sold paper products to be 
burned in temples chose to forfeit their livelihoods in order to enter 
the church. 
 If the price was so high, what was the payoff for entering 
the church? A common answer has been political leverage. After 
the Opium Wars, jiaoan [教案], or religious cases, could be used 
by Christians to bend Chinese authorities to their will. White 
shows, however, that jiaoan in Minnan were few and 
unpredictable. For example, one magistrate inverted the 
  
stereotypical pattern. Instead of a missionary using a jiaoan to 
twist the arm of a magistrate, a magistrate used a jiaoan to tell a 
missionary to make a pastor obey the rules of the church. Church 
membership was not coterminous with political power in southern 
Fujian. 
 This is not to suggest that Christians were bereft of social 
networks in times of crisis. The second half of White’s book 
fleshes out how Protestants created new alliances within the 
church. His point, however, is that these new relationships were 
byproducts of conversion; they were seldom if ever the cause. 
 Christian social networks fulfilled many of the same 
functions as lineage networks. They provided believers with a 
place to gather, means to take up collections for poverty relief, 
ways to mobilize members in times of conflict, and brought people 
together whenever someone married or died. Even so, Protestant 
churches in Minnan were never built around lineage. Converts may 
have evangelized those pre-existing relationships, but churches 
always included more than one extended family. Minnan had few 
Protestant congregations, so each church had to serve numerous 
villages and scores of lineages. Christians became a diverse and 
scattered community, which encouraged a sense of unity that 
transcended family and geography. It did not matter if a person 
was surnamed Xu or Cai, nor was it relevant that someone went to 
  
the church in Shanqian instead of Huiyi. All believers were bound 
by their common faith. 
 Sometimes this was expressed in annual church meetings, 
ordination anniversaries, or holiday celebrations. White does a 
fantastic job of uncovering how Christian communities gathered 
together to “have fun.” But he also notices how funerals, for 
example, were extremely important events. They drew people from 
multiple congregations, creating enormous funeral processions. 
They became visible displays of the Protestant community’s new 
and extensive social networks, and hinted at their potential power. 
 By the third generation, Christians were (re)integrating into 
the Chinese social landscape. They remained involved in explicitly 
Christian activities, but also took leading roles in more secular 
organizations. The Xiamen Construction Association, for example, 
gathered bosses and laborers together to look after the interests of 
construction businesses. Led by Christians, the organization helped 
its members by organizing night schools in YMCA branches, 
where pupils would hear—among other things—Christian lectures 
and sermons. Simultaneously, many of the interests of the 
Construction Association found their way into the pulpits and pews 
of the churches. For White, this marks the completion of the 
process: converting to Christianity required people to break 
relational bonds, forge separate social networks, but ultimately 
  
rebuild their ties to Chinese society. In this way, it was not 
ultimately a contradiction to be both Chinese and Christian. 
 Sacred Webs is a strong micro history of Protestant 
Christianity in Minnan. It is well-researched and introduces 
English speakers to a substantial body of secondary literature that 
is being produced in Chinese. Most importantly, though, the book 
is richly illustrative of how Christianity fragmented, fostered, and 
fueled Chinese social networks. 
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